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Category:Genres Category:Fictional
primitives Category:Books about
Christianity Category:Child characters
in literature Category:Liturgical music
Category:Fictional characters who can
teleport Category:Literary characters
introduced in 1847 Category:J. M.
Barrie Category:Theatre in FranceQ:
Passing XML data to a function I'm
trying to pass an xml file to a function,
but it's not working. When I check the
file in the function body, the xml is all
messed up. extern void get(char *, const
char *, const char *); int main() { char
text[256]; const char *file; file =
"file.xml"; get(text, file, "file"); return
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0; } extern void get(char *, const char *,
const char *); int get(char *name, const
char *path, const char *value) { FILE
*fp = NULL; int c, val = 0; fp =
fopen(path, "r"); if (fp == NULL) {
fprintf(stderr, "Can't open file %s: %s ",
path, strerror(errno)); exit(1); } while
((c = fgetc(fp))!= EOF) { if (c == '') { if
(c == '"') { *(name) = fgetc(fp);
name++; continue; } 2d92ce491b
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